Protesters decry foundation’s S. African stocks

By Ron Morgan
Staff Writer

About 200 persons took part in a rally on the campus and a march down South Illinois Ave. to their support of the SIU Foundation’s stock ownership in companies doing business in South Africa.

The protest, which lasted almost two hours, began at 12:30 p.m., outside of the free speech area behind Anthony Hall. It was one of more than 250 persons who marched in the protest.

Dan Owen, chairperson of the Coalition Against Racial Exploitation (CARE), said at the protest that SIU is reinforcing South Africa’s system of white minority rule: apartheid — by holding stocks in firms doing business in South Africa.

“Faction is a way of life in South Africa and it is deeply tied to the foreign inputs, who are profiting largely from the fact that blacks are paid slave labor wages,” Owen said.

“Black South Africans are prisoners in their own country,” he added.

A protest march and rally staged by the Coalition Against Racial Exploitation (CARE) Wednesday attracted some 200 sympathizers to protest the SIU Foundation’s stockholdings in companies that do business with South Africa. See story on Page 2 for Secretary of State Cync.: Jesse’s announcement of U.S. sanctions against South Africa.

Change in grading system proposed

By Jesse Ness
Staff WR.

E. W. P. E. PR and ABS would now again appear on report cards under a proposed grade system change to be considered Thursday by the Faculty Senate’s Undergraduate Education Policy Committee (UEPC).

The proposal, presented by Frank Horton, vice president and dean of students for academic affairs, would affect undergraduates changing from pass-fail grades to letter grades.

Under the change, an F would replace an E as a failing grade and a W would be given for all withdrawals between the fourth and ninth week of the semester. Withdrawals after the ninth week would result in an F, while withdrawals before the fourth week would not show up on a student’s report card.

Under the current policy, a student may withdraw from a course or school throughout the 16th week of the semester and receive a withdraw passing (WP) or withdraw failing (WF) grade. An ABS is a withdraw from class without University authorization. A PR means work is in progress and the grade must be made up within a time designated by the instructor. For grading purposes, a WF and an ABS are equivalents to failing grades, while a WP does not affect a student’s grade-point average.

Also under the current policy, a student may change a pass-fail grade to a letter grade if he finds out he would have received an A or B for the course.

The grading changes were suggested because of the broad number of grades used, which reflect not only a student’s academic performance, but also class attendance and registration status,” said Sue Ann Peace, associate vice president for academic affairs and research.

Peace said faculty and student input was another reason for the recommended changes. “Sometimes you need to propose something just to get reactions,” Peace said.

The undergraduate policy committee, after reviewing the policy proposal Thursday, will present its findings to the Faculty Senate’s monthly meeting Tuesday. Any action the senate moves will be in the form of advice to Horton, who, if necessary, has scheduled meetings with various student groups.

Student abuse of the pass-fail system may be a variable that prompted the change, John Reynolds, UEPC head, said.

“Pass-fail grading was to allow students to have an opportunity to experiment with courses they wouldn’t have otherwise taken if it might jeopardize their grade-point average,” Reynolds said.

Under the present system, students are allowed to accumulate 18 hours of pass-fail credits. Reynolds said students who take a course pass-fail fail they don’t have to complete the course. “High grades, ‘may be doing themselves an injustice.’

“The changes will be more disadvantageous to the student who does want more flexibility from the withdrawal system,” Reynolds said, commenting on the overall plan. “It looks like a greater majority of the students would benefit from the withdrawal changes.”

Reynolds said he has not ruled out the idea of opening hearings on the plan, but said a final decision would have to come from the Faculty Senate. Reynolds said his group will be undersecretary of the University. The Daily Egyptian. Owen, said he considered the protest a success. “We let a lot of people know about what’s going on,” he said. “This is probably just the beginning...but we don’t intend to give up.”

Staubner will present CARE’s view to the foundation next week, he said. “We’ll meet again sometime between now and 11 a.m. Saturday, Owen said.

Joseph Curits, a member of the board of directors of the foundation, said the board meeting will be closed to the public.

Senator withdraws gift-prohibiting bill

By Steve Kropla
Staff Writer

A Senate bill which would have prohibited senators from receiving gifts for the passage of legislation was withdrawn by its sponsor Wednesday night.

Robert White, a west side senator, withdrew the bill after several attempts were made by senators to delete references in the bill to the Black Open Theater Group. The Senate had received complimentary tickets to the show and a performance of “The River Niger” donated by the theater group.

“I felt if this resolution was passed, it would have clearly set a precedent,” he said at the senate meeting, adding that the senate should not be pointing its fingers at any one student from another group.

Prior to the withdrawal, Alan Abbot, a representative of the theater group, told the senate that his group did not wish to promote bribery by donating the 30 tickets.

“Do not for one instant believe I am trying to bribe you,” Abbot said, adding that several other groups, including every black sorority and fraternity at the University, have received tickets.

Michael Curits, an east side senator, said that a drawback to White’s bill was that it was a senate resolution and therefore could not impose a penalty on any senator accepting gifts.

Curits said he will sponsor an amendment to the senate’s constitution which would make accepting a gift for the passage of legislation an impeachable offense.

The corporation has told us,” he said, “every conceivable excuse for doing things other than putting effective pressure on the South African regime.”

Other colleges and universities have already made changes in their situations in South Africa and demanded that the foundation sell its stock in companies doing business in South Africa, Waldevi Futur, a student from Eritrea, and Ghani Abdil, a student from Ethiopia.

Following the speeches, the protesters marched to the Political Science Department chanting:

“Sell the stocks right now!” and “SIU run, run, run, the Africans have picked up their guns.”

The protest ended about 12:45 p.m. at Central Plaza Park on Main Street. The protesters were gathering again outside Brandt’s house Saturday morning to form a picket line.

Owen said he considered the protest a success. “We let a lot of people know about what’s going on,” he said. “This is probably just the beginning...but we don’t intend to give up.”

Staubner will present CARE’s view to the foundation next week, he said. “We’ll meet again sometime between now and 11 a.m. Saturday, Owen said.

Joseph Curits, a member of the board of directors of the foundation, said the board meeting will be closed to the public.

Gus Bode

Gus says no WP’s will change a lot of down to crombing.
**Vance announces U.S. sanctions against S. Africa**

**WASHINGTON** (AP) — The United States is preparing to impose economic sanctions against South Africa, and President Ronald Reagan will announce two U.S. Embassy attachments in a further show of U.S. opposition to Pretoria’s crackdown on dissent.

The announcement by Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance reveals a tightening of an arms embargo the United States placed on South Africa in 1980 as part of a general U.S. embargo against South Africa.

On Monday, the United States joined Britain and France in the United Nations Security Council to veto resolution 218, which in effect sanctions against South Africa. Vance said in an interview the U.S. position was based on the belief that there is no consensus for such action in the Security Council.

But the resolution of the commercial attachment suggests that the administration is considering a form of unilateral economic retaliation against the regime of President C. de Klerk.

The tightened arms embargo will have minimal practical effect on South Africa. For the past 14 years, the United States has had an embargo against the South African military, paramilitary or police forces.

Vance’s announcement “will affect such ‘gray area’ items as civil aircraft, computers, ‘air and arm’ combinations and commercial attache services,” according to Vance.

Officials said spare parts for C-130 transport planes, with armaments embargoed, also will come under the new restrictions.

On another subject, Vance welcomed Soviet President Leendid Brezhnev’s proposal “for a moratorium on all nuclear explosions, whether for non-proliferation or for a comprehensive test ban.”

Vance said, “The proposal he made is in the direction of a moratorium, and we’ve repeated in several months on the need to include all kinds of nuclear explosions, including so-called peaceful nuclear explosions in a comprehensive test ban.”

Other officials said one of several questions left unsolved was whether Brezhnev meant to restrict the moratorium to the United States and the Soviet Union or whether France and China should be included as well. These two nuclear powers have refrained from joining U.S. test bans generally because their nuclear programs have already pledged not to explode nuclear devices in other countries.

Vance also said the administration “views with great seriousness” Soviet plans to bring to trial HelsinkiWatchers, two New York City-based human rights groups.

The administration, he said, “does not intend to link that issue with relations in other areas.”

**Hearts conviction stands, but Patty still free pending appeal**

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Patricia Hearst’s 1974 conviction for armed robbery was upheld by a federal appeals court, but her lawyer said Thursday she would continue to seek a new trial.

“Novel issues are presented,” said the court, referring to the appeal. “The convictions rest primarily on the strength of witnesses and reliance on government agents and gratuities.”

The court said Hearst “will be tried in a courtroom by an impartial jury.”

Hearst’s defense lawyer said the court’s ruling would not affect the end of her sentence.

**Rec Building keys to be given away; students want state as new caretaker**

A symbolic set of keys to the $8.9 million Recreation Building will be presented to state officials by Student Government Leaders Tuesday afternoon at 3 p.m. at the Rec Center.

The gesture will emphasize that the building was built entirely with student fees and that the state should assume responsibility for paying the operating and maintenance costs, says Downtown Student Government President Bruce Swinburne.

Activities will include a formal ribbon-cutting presentation of the keys to a crowd of about 1,000 people, said Swinburne, who has been on the job for about three months and six days. Swinburne has been on the job for about three months and six days.

**State abortion for 14-year-old denied**

ROCK ISLAND (AP) — The Illinois Department of Public Health announced Wednesday it will not grant an abortion to a 14-year-old girl whose father has been charged with rape in Rock Island County.

The state’s health department will not consider the case because of the girl’s age, said the state’s health department.

The girl is the 14th week of pregnancy, father complicating the issue, said a state’s health department.

The health department’s decision was based on the requirements of the state’s health department.

A 14-year-old girl was arrested and charged with second-degree murder in the death of her father.

The health department’s decision was based on the requirements of the state’s health department.

The state’s health department will not consider the case because of the girl’s age, said the state’s health department.

The health department’s decision was based on the requirements of the state’s health department.
New Orleans ban on cans in public worries backers

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Even its supporters are worried about a new ordinance that makes it illegal to drink liquor, beer, soda or anything else in glass or metal containers in public in New Orleans.

Paper cups are permissible.

The penalty is a $10 fine or 10 days in jail or both.

The ordinance, aimed at cleaning up the notoriously dirty streets in the nation's 3th-largest city, presents severe enforcement problems, a sponsor of the measure has said.

"We are wrestling with exactly how to define it," said City Councilman Sam Phillips, sponsor of the 36-page ordinance. "It is aimed at the guy who leaves hisneighbor's trash on the ground and leaves it on the ground.

"What about the fellow who walks out to the front of his house with a beer can to say goodnight to his guests or people pickingnick in the park with three beer cans?"

"That is obviously not what we are trying to prevent."

A similar ordinance has been in effect for five years in the French Quarter but didn't work, according to a popular New Orleans tourist destination.

"It has been a marvelus success in the Quarter, but we didn't anticipate the enforcement problems shown in the past experience," said Phillips.

Speakers for major soft drink companies Wednesday had no comment on the new city ordinance.

"It's a very good idea," said one of the managers.

"I'm for it and the customers are for it," said Joe Peck, manager of Jack Daniels in the French Quarter.

"I think we're going to lose some of our business," said Ward. "If I were to be a city resident, I would be concerned.

"In an effort to cut down on litter, some states have banned the sale of throw-away cans and bottles.
A sad tale of (s) prince Charles

By Arthur Hoppe

In his travels across our country last week Prince Charles, the future king of England, and his American wife, Lady Diana Spencer, have been subjected to a media frenzy.

"Why have I never married?" these young ladies collectively wonder. "Could it be that he is searching for me?"

This romantic bedazzlement with the handsome prince has led to the runnning of many a madcap (im)maturely seductive soubrette who are only too eager to capitalize on their ephemeral dreams. The hundreds of thousands of decent American girls who have flutteringly envisioned some day marrying Prince Charles have been left flustered by learning from the sad case of Wanda Mae Stevenson.

As was her custom, Wanda Mae was working the four-to-midnight shift Wednesday night in President's Sooper-Dopper-Burger Drive-In.

She had heard of the role of Prince Charles' arrival in America that afternoon and she had even removed his photograph from her lingerie drawer for a last lingering look before burning off to work.

About 11:15 p.m., a two-door maroon Ford Maverick pulled into the drive-in. Wanda Mae roller skated over to the window for a closer look. The driver was obscured by a large Mexican sereno. "Cheerio," he said.

"Chuck," replied Wanda Mae, "it's corn lakes or Rice Krispies. What do you want?"

"A cheeseburger, a chocolate malted and you, old thing," said the white haired of
good manners.

"How will you have your cheeseburger?" asked Wanda Mae cooly.

"Bloody well done, thank you."
Today's college students are 'dull second act'\footnote{\textcopyright Lodge-Thompson, Assistant Editorial Page Editor}

It is appropriate that the occasion SIU students choose to make their normally obscure presence felt was Hallowe'en—{\textit{the remembrance}} of the second act.

Some people were beginning to get nervous. Did the student body have a head? Did it have legs that could march, arms to carry books, vocal chords that could shout at anything other than a wet T-shirt? If breathing wasn't a function of the autonomous nervous system, would the student body still exist? Some uneasy campus observers are no doubt parents, who have learned to worry that kids are up to things that get too quiet. They need not worry—the students are asleep. One professor even wondered—only partially in jest—\textit{if SIU wasn't becoming a cemetery with lights}.

President Brandt says today's students are a pleasure to deal with because they no longer have administrators 'back up against the wall.' No one would suggest that students should be patronized, or that they are anything butpaneling like so many butterflies on a raft. But aren't students upset about anything? They accept tuition increases with barely a murmur. They are kicked off University community housing without protest at the mere mention of a student smoking—whether the cigarette is marijuana or marijuana. A few turn informer for these undercover agents. And a student rally—\textit{a rare event these days—to protest the SIU Foundation's tie to South Africa was ignored by 99 percent of the student body.}

It is the faculty and administrators who are today's rabble rousers. They struggle to define their roles and goals with vigorous, often stinging, debate. In the background, students shuffle quietly to class—\textit{where almost no one} speaks up, seeming to have no opinions. The hallways and lounges longer ring with enthusiastic student debate. If students talk at all about their education, it is, as one California student noted, a blip of "wisdom... The pursuit of grades does not seem to include "wisdom" training..." or even "wisdom" acquisition.

The University, which used to be a cultural oasis in a vast desert of fast food joints and county 'u' western junketises, is becoming an, even greater desert. We have no controversial, and few interesting, speakers of national prominence. We hear few concerts from great music makers. (The fact that this generation seems to share no common music may account for that.) Instead, students are enchanted by background performances of uninspired elephants. Students fall dutifully in line to hear "enter... u... u..." like platinum-ridged Dolly Parton. The most exciting thing to do on campus most nights is to watch the cannon being repainted by yet another group of giggling Greeks.

Even Student Government, that former hub of fiery student leaders, has mellowed into a council of paper-shuffling bureaucrats. Student Government prides itself on its professionalism and on a filing system that no longer loses election returns. No hum, true, the Student Senate has lost most of its circus atmosphere—\textit{a characteristic} that brought it some ridicule. But it no longer seems very interesting to many a consequence.

And in the Daily Egyptian newsletter, that bustling communications nerve center where global events pour in with computer-age speed, the only event (once the strike passed) to reach any commotion was the D.E.-\textit{WSIU football game. Which we lost.}

Today's college student is a requiem for the Sixties. This is not to suggest a nostalgic resurrection of all the events of that turbulent decade. The violence and sometimes bloody conceptions are with great relief behind us. But something else died there in the ashes of the Sixties that may have been worth preserving—the ability to reach out in shared wisdom with other students and other peoples; the guts and commitment to get involved in the social problems of a rapidly changing society; the youthful exuberance with which students added their voice and dialogues demanding to be heard.

Today's students seem to lack the fire to rethink much of that era which was both stimulating and worthwhile. This generation, as one college student recently told Likh Magazine, is indeed,\textit{a dull second act.}

---

**Letters**

**'Publish or perish' issue affects students**

The issue of "publish or perish" along with that of "quality" education has recently enjoyed spotlight coverage in the D.E. This echoes a resonance from almost every corner of the faculty, felt to be the effects of "publish or perish."

More specific is the, whisper of attention to the controversy between President Brandt's emphasis on research and Professor Taylor's report. Taylor attributes the "bureaucratic" or "teaching" emphasis of administration to that of the faculty. When the faculty is pushed, pressured and presented with research, the student who needs and wants more genuine and consistent feedback for concrete purposes is lost in the shuffle and spent in conference regarding his or her own research.

We never stated, much of the faculty's time is being sacrificed. It seems to me that those opposed to the viewpoint of Taylor are unaware of the urgency and truth which it represents.

The current situation adds up to the question of whether research is or is not value. The degree of importance and the amount of emphasis placed on publishing may be equated as the plague of the 90's.

Moreover, an agreement must be reached as to what denotes "quality" education. The definition offered by Brandt seems to be another carbon copy of the same thing, teaching, quality research, and rigorous standards. But this is the exception. That is supposed body, or ridiculous? Maybe the faculty is frustrated as to the unspecified criteria of such a statement. In view of the lack of descriptive specificity, a redefinition may be one constructive measure in securing the faculty's "professional identity.”

Raelene Anne Miller
Graduate Assistant, Speech Pathology

---

**Talk by Star Trek's 'Scotty' enjoyed by all**

I know that SGAC has sponsored many notable lectures and events in the past, but combining its efforts with the SIU Science Fiction Club to bring James Doohan, aka "Scotty" (Star Trek) was something of a lot of us Trekkers are grateful for.

The turnout was marvellous, considering that on the eve of the lecture, an ad for this event appeared in The Daily Student, and tests the following day. I would estimate that approximately 60 people showed up for the talk. The lecture was not published in the general community, because it was strictly an SIU event. The surrounding community does have a many Star Trek fans. The turnout has led myself and others that were present to believe that the support is alive for more Star Trek events (conventions?!!!).

"Scotty" was a delight to listen to, very receptive to questions and filled us with ideas for future undertakings. It was good to feel that he enjoyed himself as much as we did. So may uld the SGAC and the SIU Science Fiction Club, not only for a successful evening, but for bringing Star Trek to SIU—something we have wanted for a long time.

Catherine A. Mabry
Assistant Professor of Librarianship

---

**Former ISC president doesn't speak for all international students**

I read the Daily Egyptian's interview with Joseph Ngongwha on Oct. 28 with great distinction. Only for his platitude: "...and shallowness but for the fact that Ngongwha portayed himself as the spokesman for the international students as well as African students. I am surprised that in his frantic efforts at distortion, he is able to make sense of a Nigerian who is highly displeased that he used Cameroon instead of Cameroon, was Ngongwha's "...on South Africa and his ad- vocation for the abridgement of foreign students' rights." He seems to have lost his point.

However, his direct reference to iranian students warrants a rebuttal in order to recognize the limited, but important, contribution of the iranian students to the de-"nationalization" and the Middle East. Long before 1977, the iranian government of Ahmadieh before leaving Cameroon, apparently faces a problem of adaptation in a free society, and remains a yoke in the field of not only iranian political reality, but also that of his own country. However. Moreover, Ngongwha's naive view on iranian students' political activities should in no way reflect the feeling of many iranian expatriates, those minorities like hiz who are pursuing other fervent motives through assimilation and newspaper exposure.

Gad Alake
Junior, Forestry
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Government plan to employ youths creating Southern Illinois jobs

By Jonathan Welman
AP Chicago Bureau Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The federal government has begun its efforts to jump-start the massive youth unemployment this week, with the start of the new Adult Conservation Corps workers to toil in the fields in southern Illinois, the American farmlands, and the Gulf Island National Seashore off Florida and Mississippi, the Calaveras National Forest in Washington state and the Golden State Reserve in California.

Each of the 9,000 new corps members will be tackling conservation tasks in urban, park and forest settings, according to Labor Department officials. By May, an additional 10,000 young people will be awarded jobs with the corps by next October.

The corps is a $323.4 million piece of the $3 billion youth jobs act that passed Congress this year. Other major elements of the act are experimental training and employment programs and community job projects. The overall program is expected to eventually create more than 200,000 jobs.

With the teenage unemployment rate at 18.1 percent and black teenage unemployment at 27.4 percent, youth unemployment has taken a toll, according to Labor Department. The 18.1 percent means 1.6 million workers between the ages of 16 and 19 are unable to find work, according to Labor Department statistics.

The corps — modeled after the Depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps whose highways, trails and National Park camp sites still dot the landscape — is the most visible aspect of the exciting wave on teenage joblessness. Jobless persons aged 16 to 21 are eligible.

Unlike the CCC, at least 25 percent of the youth corps will not live in residential camps, but instead will commute from their homes to their jobs. Though a residential camp is being set up for early next year in Yellowstone National Park.

Labor Department officials say the change away from residential sites means more money will go for jobs instead of living quarters.

Three agencies — the Labor Department, the Agriculture Department and the Interior Department — share responsibilities for operating the program.

Robert Taggart, the Labor Department official who runs the youth job programs, says the conservation corps is certain to be popular with both the youth and the public because of the physical improvements it leaves for the public to enjoy.

The initial workers range from 15 American Samoa to 90 at the Golden State Reserve, near San Francisco.

Taggart says the main features of the youth corps jobs is "the belief and history in conservation," and "the development of sites in or near the inner city."

Activities

Red Cross Blood Drive. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Student Center Ballroom D. Saluki Swingers Dance. 6:30-9 p.m. Student Center Ballroom A.

STAC Film. "7:45 p.m. Student Center Auditorium. Free School 7:40 p.m. Student Center Hallway Auditorium.

Return of the Sailing Club. meeting. 7:30 p.m. Student Center Illinois Room.

Women's Bowling. 7-9:30 p.m. Student Center Activity Room B.

Don't Miss Them! The Bench and Dixieland Favorites. Open Mon. - Fri. at 2 p.m. Sun. & Sun. at 3 p.m. across from Mhoro Courthouse.

This weekend enjoy live entertainment while you dine. Featuring The Original Chestnut Street Jazz Band. Playing Ragtime and Dixieland favorites.

The Chicken Chronicles. "7-8 p.m. Twilight Theater. 6:30-8 p.m. Twilight Theater.

Tweedy, Ted. "7-8 p.m. Twilight Theater. 6:30-8 p.m. Twilight Theater.

Blood Drive. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Student Center Ballroom D. Saluki Swingers Dance. 6:30-9 p.m. Student Center Ballroom A.

STAC Film. "7:45 p.m. Student Center Auditorium. Free School 7:40 p.m. Student Center Hallway Auditorium. Return of the Sailing Club. meeting. 7:30 p.m. Student Center Activity Room B. Women's Bowling. 7-9:30 p.m. Student Center Activity Room B.

Don't Miss Them! The Bench and Dixieland Favorites. Open Mon. - Fri. at 2 p.m. Sun. & Sun. at 3 p.m. across from Mhoro Courthouse.

This weekend enjoy live entertainment while you dine. Featuring The Original Chestnut Street Jazz Band. Playing Ragtime and Dixieland favorites.

The Chicken Chronicles. "7-8 p.m. Twilight Theater. 6:30-8 p.m. Twilight Theater.

Tweedy, Ted. "7-8 p.m. Twilight Theater. 6:30-8 p.m. Twilight Theater.

This weekend enjoy live entertainment while you dine. Featuring The Original Chestnut Street Jazz Band. Playing Ragtime and Dixieland favorites.

The Bench and Dixieland Favorites. Open Mon. - Fri. at 2 p.m. Sun. & Sun. at 3 p.m. across from Mhoro Courthouse.
Voice machine developed to aid speechless

CHICAGO (AP) — A portable push-button voice machine that "speaks" with a slight Scottish brogue and can form almost any word in the English language will restore "freedom of expression" to people with speech impairments, its developers say.

The new, computerized, battery-operated Phone Mirror Hand/Voice was displayed this week at the American Speech and Hearing Association convention. Its manufacturer, HC Electronics, a division of North America Hospital Supply Co. of Evanston, Ill., said it should be on the market next year and will sell for about $300.

The thin, gray box, which measures 14 inches high by 11 inches wide, is designed for use by deaf-mutes. Cancer patients whose vocal chords have been removed, victims of muscle-impairing diseases like multiple sclerosis and others incapable of speech also can use it.

Speech pathologist Diane Delauney demonstrated the box at the convention. She picked it up, pressed a few buttons and a deep, distinctly male voice said, "Surprise! I'm using an artificial voice. I am excited."

Ms. Delauney said Wednesday that a person can use the device to utter electronically pre-programmed words and phrases or to construct words using phonetic sounds. The machine originates the speech it produces with a small computer. No tapes or other recorded sound is used.

"It has a pre-recorded vocabulary of 1,000 words, 'but it has the capability for creating other words," she said. "It could do some swearing, for instance. Vocally impaired persons have the same frustrations as most of us."

So far the machine is available only in a female-sounding model. Researchers said they found lower-pitched, artificial voice sounds were more easily understood than higher-pitched ones that, they said, were found to be too weak.

There are two variations of the machine: one programmed by punching out numbers on a keyboard. The other is an 120-button keyboard with each key marked with a specific sound. Kathy Foss, a speech scientist who has developed the machine, said the first is "for persons who have had their vocal cords removed." The second uses little muscle control. The 120-key model is for persons with better control of their larynx, she said, and "that starts bad with mental impairment."

A spokesman for the manufacturer said his company hopes to persuade Blue Cross, Medicare and Medicaid to include the machine among covered treatments. Demonstration units will be used in any areas referred by doctors to prospective patients or other medical professionals.

Queen Elizabeth to visit W. Germany

BONN, West Germany (AP) — Queen Elizabeth II of Britain and her husband, Prince Philip, will pay a state visit to West Germany next month, President Walter Scheel announced Wednesday.

The visit is tentatively scheduled for May 20-23, the German president said. According to Scheel, the schedule and itinerary for the royal guests have not yet been set but they are expected to include visits to several West German states and perhaps Berlin.

Queen Elizabeth II will visit West Germany next month, President Walter Scheel has announced. The visit is tentatively scheduled for May 20-23, and will include visits to several West German states and perhaps Berlin. According to Scheel, the schedule and itinerary for the royal guests have not yet been set.
Hammering it out

Billy Jones, maintenance laborer, takes careful aim as he plunges the tip of his hammer into concrete west of Foner Hall. He was repairing a leak in a steam pipe yesterday responsible for heating problems in the bombxk buildings between Foner and the library.

Car problem tickets avoidable

If the proper procedure is followed, a motorist whose car stalls on campus will not have to worry about getting parking tickets or having the car towed, University police say.

Mike Harrington, police-community relations officer, said that if a car should become disabled because of such problems as being out of gas, having a flat tire or engine trouble, the driver should contact SIU police 455-1301, and explain the problem.

A police officer will be dispatched to verify that the car is disabled and will tell the driver a reasonable time, usually 15 hours, in which to move the car.

Seminar on men to be presented

"About Men (for women)" is the seminar to be sponsored by Women's Programs from noon to 1 p.m. Thursday in the Family Living Lounge of the Home Economics Building. The discussion will focus on men's liberation, male sex-role stereotyping, how men are victims of their own stereotyping and other related issues.

"SPECIAL FORCES" qualified personnel needed to form USAR op. detach. call: sgt. nook 453-5068

Happy Hour 2:00-6:00
Free Popcorn & Peanuts — tonight
Conrad & Bentley
Open 11 a.m.

Bad sound is an unnecessary evil.

To hear music beautifully reproduced is one of life's greatest pleasures. But it is a pleasure that the people who listen to little radios, giant consoles or poorly designed all-in-one compacts never have.

The truth is, only real high fidelity components give you real high fidelity sound.

You may be satisfied now with one of those other things, but if you compare it to a system made up of separate components—tape deck, turntable, receiver and speakers—you will hear the difference instantly.

Real high fidelity can be really expensive if you're a purist who doesn't care about price. But you can also get a quality Pioneer system for not much more than a compact costs. So bad sound is not only unnecessary, it's unjustifiable. Come in and we'll prove it.
**Interviews**

The following are on-campus job interviews scheduled at the Career Planning & Placement Center for the week of Nov. 1, 1977. For interview appointments and additional information, interested students should visit the Career Center located at the Maple Hall, Section B Room 236. Students must have a resume on file with the Placement Office before they can sign up for an interview appointment.

**Monday, Nov. 7**
- Once Drug Inc., Oak Brook, Management Trainees: Majors: Pharmacy, mgmt., retailing, merchandising, lb. arts, who will graduate in Dec. Citizenship required.

**Tuesday, Nov. 8**
- Consolidation Coal Co., Houston, Tex.: BS graduates in mining, mechanical, civil and electrical engineering for both surface and underground mine operation. Majors: Engineering (all), U.S. citizenship required.
- Cadillac Motor Car Division, General Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich.: Engineering students for special projects in design, development, and testing. Majors: Engineering (all), U.S. citizenship required.
- General Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich.: Interns: Majors: Engineering (all), U.S. citizenship required.

**Wednesday, Nov. 9**

**Thursday, Nov. 10**
- Standard Oil Co., Chicago, Ill.: Sales Trainees, Majors: Economics, business admin., acct., U.S. citizenship required.

**Friday, Nov. 11**

**PANTS**
- val. to $23
**JEANS**
- val. to $26
**SHIRTS**
- val. to $18
**SWEATERS**
- val. to $36
**SKIRTS**
- val. to $30
**DRESSES**
- val. to $45
**BLOUSES**
- val. to $18
**SWEATERS**
- val. to $36
**SKIRTS**
- val. to $30

**Merlins'**

**OLYMPIA PRE VICTORY PARTY**

**Presenting**

**VICTORY**

**DRESS**

**BLOUSE**

**SHIRTS**

**SWEATERS**

**SKIRTS**

**PANTS**

**OLYMPIA PRE VICTORY PARTY**

**Go**

**Salukis**

**Male and Female Salute of the week**

**Penny Drinks**

**F Stevens**

**T-Shirts**

**Special appearance**

**Free Oly Posters**

**By**

**Merlin's**

**Free Oly Beer**

**SIU Blast Illinois State!**

**Daily Deli**

**11 A.M.-2 P.M.**

**5¢ OLY OR STROH'S DRAFT**

All Day and Every Day until 8 p.m., with any of our Kosher Korner, Sub Combos or any way you slice it sandwiches, Chips and Pickle Included.
Campus Briefs

The Saluki Saddle Club will hold the intramural and intercollegiate riding team meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student Center into R. Room.

Bob Howerton, states attorney for Williamson County, will speak at the Pre-Law Club meeting at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Student Center Activity Room A.

The Student Advertising Association will meet at 8 p.m. Thursday at the Pinch Penny Pub. Two directors from the Sperry Room advertising agency of Chicago will be at the meeting.

A seminar in life-long learning sponsored by the Department of Biology will be held from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Thursday and from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday in Lawson Hall Room 201. Recent advances in learning theories as they apply to science education will be explored. Jack Bochinick, director of the geology program at Washington University in St. Louis, will also speak on changes in memory association at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

The Zoology Honor Society will hold a meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in Lawson Hall Room 121. Brooks M. Bury, professor of zoology, will speak on the "Fishes of Illinois."

The Recreation Club will meet from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday in the Student Center Illinois River Room.

The Raquetball Club will meet at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Recreation Building Room 82. Pictures of Otelia II will be taken.

A geology colloquium will be held from noon to 1:30 p.m. Thursday in the General Classroom Building Room 201. Robert Radike, associate professor in psychology, and Victoria Mollen, assistant professor in psychology, will talk about their research in cognition and memory in aging.

Keneth W. Ducket, university archivist and curator of special collections, has been named a fellow of the Society of American Archivists for his contributions to the study of history and the administration of historical resources. Ducket was honored at the annual meeting of the society in Salt Lake City.

The National Education Association is offering a $2,000 scholarship for graduate study of international or comparative education. Applications and additional information are available in Woody Hall Room C212.

Jobs on Campus

The following jobs for student workers have been listed by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.

To be eligible a student must be enrolled full-time and must have a current ACT Family Financial Statement on file with the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance. Applications may be picked up at the Student Work Office, Woody Hall B-312.

Miscellaneous—five openings. morning work bloc; one opening. afternoon work bloc; four openings; time to be arranged; nude modeling; several openings, time to be arranged; cafe' era; work. eight openings, various times, repair wheelchairs; 16 hours in November; 36 hours in January

NEW TRUSTEE

NEW YORK (AP) — Mrs. Walter B. Ford II has been elected to the American Board of Trustees of the Archives of American Art, a branch of the Smithsonian Institution.

TOEFL, LSAT exam registration closing dates near

Close of registration for three graduate and professional exams is near. Harry Bradshaw, coordinator of testing, said Wednesday. Registration ends Nov. 1 for the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE). Registrants will be given Dec. 3.

The Law School Admissions Test (LSAT) registration closes Nov. 9. The test will be held Dec. 10. Registration brochures and additional information are available at the Testing Division of the Career Planning, Woody Hall, Room B204.
Inexpensive solar energy finding sudden acceptance by farmers

By Willier, Prater
Associated Press Writer

MACOMB, Ill. (AP) — Simple ways to tap solar energy for farm buildings— chiefly the sunny days which must stay warm to protect brood sows and piglets— for more than a decade.

But gas was so cheap then, it wasn’t economical to mess with,” he admitted. “A fellow might have saved himself $50 a year.”

Now, he added, the cost of liquid propane gas has shot from 13 cents a gallon to more than 40 cents. The fuel savings with simple solar heating units can repay cost of installation in two years.

Anyone who has a roof with a dark interior knows how the sun can generate plenty of heat on even the coldest sunny days.

Hall says the materials and labor needed to make a farm building solar should add only one percent to the cost. The simplest method uses an ordinary steel roof—black preferred—to absorb the sun’s energy. The heat from this “bare plate collector” is trapped in an attic and directed by air ducts or fans to wherever it is needed.

A more efficient, more costly system uses a clear fiberglass roofing, the kind used in many greenhouses, with four inches or more of insulation sandwiched between the roof and a plywood ceiling.

The Sound will astound you.

STOP BY TODAY FOR A FREE, 12 PAGE STEREO BUYING GUIDE FOR CHRISTMAS

SOLD ONLY IN FINER HIGH FIDELITY CENTERS. YOUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE IS COST PLUS AUDIO

America loves... a big meal that’s a good deal.

Whopper, Fries and Soft Drink $ 1.29

It’s our November Appetizer Appeniser feed your appetite at a miser’s price!

Try Our Convenient Drive Thru Window

America loves... a big meal that’s a good deal.

Whopper, Fries and Soft Drink $ 1.29

It’s our November Appetizer Appeniser feed your appetite at a miser’s price!

Try Our Convenient Drive Thru Window
Illegal aliens fight back in fear for their lives

SAN DIEGO (AP)—Many Mexican farm workers, whose main worry once was finding enough to eat, now worry about capture by snipers and assault by private security guards while crossing the border with the United States and working in California. They say they cannot continue in this manner of life and are preparing to fight back at the border.

The problem has become so severe that San Diego police formed a new team of officers called “border task force” last year. The officers have been given special training to deal with the alien threat.

Michael O'Donoghue

from "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE"

appearing in BALLROOMS C-D, Stu.Ctr.
MOn, Nov. 7, 7 P.M. $1.00
SPONSORED BY LECTURES - SGAC 63C

Live Entertainment this Weekend At

CARRIES

featuring

A special appearance

By—

APPALOOSA

Playing Friday & Saturday Nites 11 p.m.—4 a.m.

Country rock music featuring steel guitars, fiddle and banjo.

Cover Charge $1.50 this weekend only.

Don't Miss Them!

NEW HOURS!!

Open Tues.—Sat.
4 p.m.—4 a.m.

On old Rt. 13 near Murphysboro

Landfill company faces charge of dumping hazardous wastes

CARLINVILLE (AP) — Judge John Russell of Macoupin County is expected to resume on Thursday the trial of a Carbondale company accused of endangering residents by buying hazardous wastes.

But the company maintains that there is no danger to Carbondale, while the residents contend the site, which includes a chlorinated biphenyl (PCB) could leak out of their metal drums.

"There hasn't been any Earthline case for the past two weeks," says State's Attorney Kenneth Boyle of Macoupin County.

The village has asked the court to prohibit Earthline from buying more of the wastes.

PCB is said by some scientists to cause cancer in laboratory animals. Shortly after taking Earthline to court, the village was joined in the case by Boyle, Attorney General William Scott and the Macoupin County Farm Bureau.

The village spent weeks presenting testimony by expert witnesses who sought to show that the landfill poses a danger to residents and local water suppliers.

Now it is the landfill operator's turn, but Boyle Russell wants to decide a suit filed by the landfill to make the village and the prosecutors pay court costs.

Early in the trial, the village successfully sought a temporary injunction to prohibit further disposal. But an appellate judge in Springfield reversed Russells' injunction and Boyle said that now he has "more than a 50-50 chance" of winning.

The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee voted 14-2 in favor of the bill.

PROFESSOR LIVES HISTORY HE TEACHES

NEW YORK (AP) — Professor John Kouwenhoven gets that rare chance — to step back into time and "live" the history he once taught — thanks to the magic of television make-believe.

Dr. Kouwenhoven, professor emeritus of Barnard College, and an expert on American cultural history, was asked to serve as an advisor on the new fall television series of the Public Broadcasting Service, "The Best of Franklin," airing Wednesday.

Following the show's progress in progress over a period of two years, helped the producers at the Children's Television Workshop authenticate vital details of the 1800-1860 era described in the dramatic series. The producers, in turn, drafted him as an actor. It's not a big part, but he's a part of the action in a brief but poignant scene at an 1862 wedding.

"My acting debut was kind of a joke," he said. "I think it was the series' executive producer, thought that I had been hanging around the set for so long that it would be fun to get my face into the show like Hitchcock does in his movies. I play a minister and my line is predictable. 'Who gave this woman to marry this man?"

Landfill company faces charge of dumping hazardous wastes

The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee voted 14-2 in favor of the bill.

THE FINEST STEREO CENTER

IN THE TRI STATE AREA

—BRINGS TO SOUTHERN ILLINOIS—

"Pyle Drivers"

MISTER VOLUME SAYS
"PYLE DRIVER CAR STEREO SPEAKERS KICK OUT THE JAMS"

INCLUDE:

1 YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY

PYLE DRIVERS BLOW AWAY ALL

6x9 CAR STEREO SPEAKERS AVAILABLE

INCLUDING JENSEN CO-AX & TRI-AX.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION TODAY

IN THE SILVER BIRD

CONTAINING THE LOUDEST, CLEANEST

CAR STEREO SYSTEM IN CARBONDALE.

Pyle Drivers

Sold only in finer high fidelity centers

Your local Carbondale Representative is

COST PLUS AUDIO

210 S. Illinois Ave.

STOP BY TODAY FOR A FREE

12 PAGE STEREO BUYING GUIDE

NOW THRU DECEMBER 24th

FRANKLIN

HAVING TROUBLE GETTING AUTO INSURANCE?

Call us, we will insure all drivers. Compare our auto rates

FRANKLIN INSURANCE AGENCY

612 W. Main

Carbondale, IL 62901

FRANK H. JANELLO

Broker

Ph: 618/457-3179
Microscopic organism may be the oldest living thing on earth

WASHINGTON (AP) — A microscopic organism previously thought to be ordinary bacteria actually is a separate form of life and may be the oldest living thing on earth, it was announced Wednesday.

The major discovery could provide new clues to the unknown stages of evolution that immediately preceded the development of life as it is known today, scientists said. The discovery was announced jointly by the National Science Foundation and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, which funded the work.

The team led by Dr. Carl R. Woese, Dr. Ralph S. Wolfe and Dr. George Fox discovered the organism’s uniqueness by analyzing its genetic composition.

Science traditionally divides living organisms into two basic types, the “higher” forms of animals and plants, and the “lower” forms of bacteria.

The researchers say their organism, which lives without oxygen and produces methane gas as its waste product, fits neither group.

“The organisms are a distinct new class, no more related to typical bacteria than to higher forms,” Woese said. “They are a third form of life on this planet.”

Woese said this type of organism probably evolved during the first billion years of earth’s 4.6 billion-year history when conditions would not sustain other known forms of life.

Its ability to live without oxygen in temporary areas greater than 170 degrees Fahrenheit means that it probably could have survived on earth at that time. The atmosphere then was composed of hydrogen and carbon dioxide and temperatures were very warm. Woese says the methane-producing organism is best suited for these conditions.

The traditional theory of two lines of evolution is based largely on the hypothesis that all life came from a common ancestor, probably a simple primal cell. The methane-producing organism must be an early offspring of this common ancestor that preceded even bacteria, the scientists said.

Woese said in an interview that discovery of a third evolutionary line opens the possibility that even more lines sprang from the common ancestor.

“This discovery is very important from a biologist’s view of studying evolution,” Woese said. “This allows a lot more perspectives and choices when there is disagreement on a question that can’t be resolved using two lines of descent.”

The methane-producing organism, technically called methanobacteria thermoautotrophs, is widespread in nature even though it is killed by oxygen. It exists in hot geothermal springs and in decaying plant material and fee digestive systems of some animals where other organisms use up all the oxygen.
Trekies 'phased' by Scott's good news

From the video world of transfer tapes, tribbles and time warps, of Engineer Montgomery Scott of Star Trek Enterprise, brought me good news in "Trekking on" again. Monday night—the next Trek series is expected to be on air in April.

Speaking to about 800 people in the Lunt-Flashton, 97-year-old ex-Canadian actor William Shatner—who played Scotty on the popular TV series—tells fans that he is doing "on-the-spot" shooting on the two-hour-long premier episode. Doohan said that Paramount Pictures is producing the new series, which is an initial extension of the episodic "Star Trek" only script. Doohan said that the new show will be entirely new, and the remaining funds will come from student activity fees.

When the new series will not be exactly the same as the one cancelled by NBC in 1972. Although most of the series' principal characters, including Jeffrey Hunter, are returning to the show, Leonard Nimoy (Mr. Spock) has not yet signed for the new show and executive producer Gene Roddenberry plans to add three more characters.

While there will be a young female Vulcans (the planet's sport was a Vulcan-Earthling vanguard), very sexy female who has the woman's charm and is completely bald, and young Star Fleet commander who will be a prototype of Scotty, Doohan said.

The new series will be syndicated, as are reruns of the original show. Doohan said. He added, however, that Paramount—a Gulf & Western Company—has purchased the Hughes Television Network's fac- tually another syndication group—and will eventually form a tenth major television network.

Doohan said the new series will be a real success, they have the support of the Administration, and the advertisers support to do it. Doohan said in a press conference during the last Trek series.

Entrertainment will also be a significant feature of the upcoming Star Trek episodes. Doohan said.

Doohan said that Paramount executive sums him aloud that alcohol and tobacco would be eliminated, but said an exception was later made to preserve one of Scotty's major character traits—his fondness for Scotch.

Before answering questions from the star Trek fan, the Doohan achieved NASA slow-mission film of the caulking flight of the Space Shuttle Enterprise, named in honor of Star Trek. The film's only drawback was that it was projected with left and right reversed.

That was followed by a minute-long film of "Skippy Reel," in which Doohan appeared as a bit part as "Trickster," a desert man trying to save the war in the desert. The film was shown on prime-time television. The film, obviously copied from another print, was dark and in high contrast in many places and suffered from an over-difficult-to-understand sound track.

Following the question-and-answer session, "Assignment Earth," the last episode of the show's second season, was shown while Doohan signed autographs in the Baloon reception area. That was followed by "Flight Into Danger," a 1964 movie featuring Doohan but otherwise unrelated to the Trek galaxy. Doohan said that he was there for an ill-fated Star Trek movie was co-starred by Paramount's "stupidity" in releasing independently-written scripts that failed to stand up against the laser release of "Star Wars."

The "new show definitely will be Star Trek, not Star Wars," he said, during the conference that followed the lecture. Doohan expressed bitterness toward the Hollywood system that now insists on typecasting him as a Scotsman.

The Little River, prior to "Star Trek's" success, he acted in a varied array of television roles, and claims to be able to mimic virtually any dialect he hears.

Barry Richman, chairman of the Star Trek programming committee, announced Wednesday that the games tournament scheduled for this weekend has been canceled.

The Association of College Unions International tournament previously scheduled for this Thursday, Friday and Saturday in the Student Center has been can- celled due to lack of applicants.

Richman also announced the new date for the tournament will be the weekend after Thanksgiving break. Games are now tentatively scheduled for Dec. 3 and 4. "We wanted the best participation we could get," Richman said.

Tournament times postponed due to lack of applicants

Table: KINGS TABLE

| Home Style Cooking Freshly Prepared by Sharal Burrow. |
| Lunch-soup & salad bar "the largest salad bar in the area." Fresh fruits, tossed salads 3 bean and macaroni salads etc. Only $1.90 |
| Hot Buffet—Horns made mashed potatoes, loaves of vegetables, red meat dishes, fish, casseroles. $1.90 |
| Both Salad Bar & Buffet $2.95 |

Kings Table is open: Tuesday—Friday 11:30 a.m.—3 p.m. Saturday 5 p.m.—8 p.m. Sunday 5 p.m.—3 p.m. Closed Monday THE KINGS TABLE 22nd W. Walnut across from Green's IGA in Murphysboro

20% Off

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Only

Carus

605 South Illinois Avenue

NOW SERVING

Homemade SOUPS $0.50
Delicious CHILI $0.65
Garden SALADS $0.85
Super SANDWICHES $.85 & $.95c plus DANNON FROZEN YOGURT

SANDWICHES

B & A TRAVEL

No Service Charge

NOW SELLING AMTRAK TICKETS 846-7347

FALL JACHTES

20% OFF

SPECIAL EXPORT Home can travel the world over and never find a better beer. Request "Special X" Now Available in Carbondale

SPECIAL EXPORT

You can travel the world over and never find a better beer.

Request "Special X" Now Available in Carbondale

Carus

605 South Illinois Avenue
NEED AN ABORTION

Arc to help you through this experience we give you complete counseling at any duration before and after the procedure.

"Because We Care"

Call Collect 314-661-0402
Or Toll Free
800-327-6000

LOST

PART BRITTANY SPANIEL, white and liver colored, wearing leather collar. Tag number 5876.

2130753

GOLDEN RETRIEVER, MALE, 6 mos., black collar. Reward.

345-3807

FEMALE ADULT IRISH SETTER. Choice collar with raffle tag, call.

2445766

FOUND

BLACK GLOVES ON car hood behind a mercedes Tap Saturday. 538-7748.

2131933

Texas Calculation of Alford Hall Call 549-5455 after 5 p.m.

2131415

ANNOUNCEMENT

MORMON LEADER to speak on church history. Sun., Nov. 6, 7:30 p.m. all invited. Lew. Lane School, west of Lews Lane School.

1230174

Call for Human Development, 549-4431.

FRIDAY NIGHT AUCTIONS: Call 512-4601.

Harvest Cafeteria

1/4 miles south of Carbondale on Route 51

Now Open!!

PRESCCHOOL DAY CARE SERVICES are available at Park Lake Child Center, or others. Well qualified and professional staff. Grouping and curriculum designed to suit the needs of each individual child. Center open house on Saturday, Nov. 8, 10 a.m. or visit us at any time, 549-3519.

1230154

AUCTIONS & SALES

ANTIQUE SHOW and sale. Carbondale Barn Sat. Nov. 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. All proceeds go to Benefit Union County Historical Society.

2130054

GARAGE SALE - a family sized garage sale. Find your bargains in clothes, dishes, playground equipment, toys, books, pets, and more. All proceeds benefit the Friends of the Library. 603-2402 Sat., 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

2130454

RUMMAGE SALE - FURNITURE, books, plate 50.51 behind Trenton Oil Station, Saturday.

2240654

RUMMAGE AND BAKE SALE - Carbondale. Saturday, 1 p.m.-5 p.m. Christmas and new items only.

2130704

RIDERS WANTED

The GREAT TRAIN robbery (bicycle edition) - 10 a.m. Sunday morning. 12 miles, 11 a.m. at 27 miles, 1 p.m. at 37 miles, 2 p.m. at 47 miles. All distances can be covered by most bikes.

2130756

RIDE "THE NEW M. EX. EXPRESS" to Chicago's suburbs. Friday, November 14. Student Center: returns Sunday, 12:30. Roundtrip (SW SHOP) $44.00 - $47.50.

2130756

 Orcas to Sun., Nov. 4, 5:30 p.m.

2130704

WANTED

EXPERIENCED TYPIST for any fast accurate typing job. Now, well qualified IBM typist is available.

2250605

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS: Need resume design and photo. The Program of English. Carbondale. 529-1427

1230110

LAUNDRY SERVICE SPECIAL 50c per load, includes pick-up and delivery. Call 48 p.m. or 5:30 a.m.

2250505

TV RENTAL 1 TO 4 MONTHS. Lafayette radio, 325 S. Illinois. Repair service also available. 512-2572

1230754

TRY PUBLISHING EXPERIENCED in every format. IBM equipment is available guaranteed to service the fullest, 509 W. Main.

1230754

WANTED

EXPERIENCED SUMMER WEEKS experienced musicians to teach Trumpet and Cornet. School of good ability. Charlie 549-1728 after school.

2130753

WANTED: TUTOR for 8th grade math. Call 549-5719 after school, Mrs. W. T. Ferguson.

2130753

SENIORS AND GRADUATE WANTED: Spring semester, 1978. Contact Dean Schierling, 528-1717. 1230754

GREETING CARDS- On 197717 takes Oct. 21, Nov. 4.

2130754

FEMALE TO MODEL. Looks like Marilyn Monroe. Has braids. Will pay or give prizes.

2130754

NEED VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1971-73. Good fair condition. Call 549-5955 after 5 p.m.

1230754

The Name of the Game is Classifieds

Call the D.E. Classifieds

By Dave Erickson

Staff Writer

Michael O'Donoghue, head writer and co-founder of "Saturday Night Live," will speak here Monday night at 7 p.m. at Illinois' D.C. and U. of Illinois Student Center. Admission will be $1. The program, which will consist of questions and audience questions about the running of "Saturday Night Live," will be part of "Trends in American Television," a week long symposium to be held in the Student Center next week.

"We'd like to provide an opportunity for student's to be more aware of some of the things going on in the media and to show them some of the current trends," said Greg Johnson, head of SCAC Lectures, the coordinators of the symposium.

Linda Ellerbee, a Washington, D.C. correspondent for NBC news, will speak on "What's going on in Washington" on Friday, Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in Student Center.<br>

Linda Ellerbee and Michael O'Donoghue will be featured lecturers during Media Week Nov. 7 through 11.

Media Week starts Monday

A seminar on the newspaper industry will be held on Thursday, November 9 at noon in the Lincoln Room, of the Student Center. Southern Illinois. John Gardner and Ernest L. Alwood of the Journalism Department will coordinate.

Also included in the symposium will be a series of video presentations running Tuesday through Thursday, including a videotape of "Making of a President," which includes insights on how the "Manson Machine" worked and the media. A film showing of last year's "Caine Award-winning commercials will be shown Monday at noon in the Student Center Auditorium.

ODD COUPLING

In an ENX Aris. (AP)- Sometimes putting a square peg into a round hole is a good idea, say computer designers.

Linda Ellerbee and Michael O'Donoghue will be featured lecturers during Media Week Nov. 7 through 11.

Classified Advertising Order Form

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

Phone: ____________________________

Classified ADVERTISING RATE: 10c per word MINIMUM first issue, $1.50 (not exceeding 15 words).续发次数三次, 20% discount if ad runs three or four issues, 30% discount for 5 issues for 10-19 issues, 50% for 20. ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE UNLESS ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT HAS BEEN MAINTAINED. Please count every word. Take appropriate discount.

DEADLINES: 2:30 p.m., day prior to publication.

First Date Ad

Advertiser:

Mailing Address:

For Daily Egyptian Use Only:

Phone:

Amount Enclosed:

Receipt No:

Amount Paid:

Approved By:

Mail to: Daily Egyptian

Communications Boarding

Southern Illinois University

Carbondale, Ill. 62901

Special Instructions: __________________________

Type of ADVERTISING

- A - For Sale
- B - For Rent
- C - Help Wanted
- D - Employment Wanted
- E - Services Wanted

- F - Wanted
- G - Lost
- H - Found
- I - Entertainment
- J - Announcements

- K - Auctions & Sales
- L - Antiques
- M - Business Opportunities
- N - Freestyles
- O - Personals
- P - Riders Wanted

- R - Carpenters
- S - Classifieds

- T - Typists
- U - Uranium
- V - Vendors

- W - Watchers
- X - X-Ray
- Y - Yard Sales
- Z - Zip Codes

CHECK YOUR AD AFTER IT APPEARS! The Daily Egyptian will be responsible for only one incorrect publication.
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Conservationist predicts poor duck hunting season for area

By John Javorski

Duck hunting in Southern Illinois is expected to be poor on Saturday, opening day, because there aren't many ducks in the area yet, according to Dennis Thorburn, supervisor of the Mermet, Union County and Goreville Lake game preserves.

"The weather in the northern part of the state hasn't been cool enough to attract the ducks," Thorburn explained. "All we need is a good cool spell and the ducks will start coming down," he said.

The overall duck hunting outlook is good. Thorburn said. The duck population in the Mississippi Flyway is down slightly from last year, but the population in Southern Illinois should be comparable to last year when hunting was good.

"This is the first year Illinois has had a split hunting season for ducks. Those counties through which 1,500 pales and northwest and south has been hunting a week earlier than the southern zone.

The split season will give more people a chance to hunt mallards, the most sought after duck. Thorburn explained in the past the mallards were still in the northern areas of the state when the season opened.

With the later opening date, hunters should take more mallards to the southern areas but it could also mean the hunter some hunting days at the end of the season due to lake freezes up, Thorburn said.

Some of the more popular hunting areas in the Mermet hunting area located about 13 miles south of Virden, and the Oakwood Bottoms area located about one mile east of Illinois 5 near Great Tower. Bluff Lake located about six miles southeast of Ware off Illinois 8.

The Mermet area has the highest kill ratio with hunters averaging about one bird a man per hunt. Thorburn said. The area has walls in the hunting where hunter walks through flooded timber and it's hard to look for the ducks through the trees. The blinds are free and the drawings are held at the Mermet headquarters one hour before hunting starts. Hunting begins one half hour before dawn.

The oakwood Bottoms area is 350 acres of a flooded timber that is often called the "poor man's" hunting area because all one needs to hunt there is a pair of waders and a gun. A hunter can probably see more ducks at the Oakwood Bottoms area than anywhere else in the area said George Lynn, district ranger for the Shawnee Forests Murphy's district.

A census was taken last Friday at the bottoms and there were about 1,500 and 2,000 ducks present, according to a forest service spokesman.

The Bluff Lake area can be very good at times, said Thorburn. It all depends on the water level.

Rend Lake, Cedar Lake and Rockland Lakes also have good areas for duck hunting, according to conservationists.

Duck hunters should remember that steel shot shells are required to hunt waterfowl on any state or federally operated hunting area. Thorburn said.

Intramural basketball starts; defending champions favored

By Gordon Englerhardt

Student Writer

"Right now it looks like the Sun's could dominate again," said intramural graduate assistant Phil Kaplan in discussing the men's intramural basketball season which got underway Tuesday.

The Sun has three returnees from last year's championship team: Andreas Sevorkian, Kevin Rose and Ralph Haubrich. Kaplan's team picked up one of the best shooters in intramurals last year in Warren Frick.

There are 50 teams in Division A and 24 teams in Division B. The teams are split into two leagues: men's and women's.

IM flag football meeting scheduled

A captain's meeting for teams which have just qualified for the playoffs in IM flag football meet will be held at 7 p.m. Saturday in Room 126 of the Recreation Building.

Player addresses to officers will be accepted until 5 p.m. Saturday. Only those players who have not played for any other flag football team may be added to a team roster.

The playoffs in all flag football divisions start Sunday.

Season to begin for IM water polo

Men's and co-rec intramural interclub water polo teams began practice this week. Matches are played at the Recreation Building pool.

There are 24 teams in both League I and League II in men's water polo, including last year's champions, the Northern Gains in League I and 16 in the co-rec league.

OBelisk II

Schedule of Classes Spring Semester 1978

- Schedule of Classes has a picture on the front cover showing what you do best. . . . OBelisk II is a slick full of photos inside showing what you do best. (Choose the publication that fits you best.)

- Schedule of Classes contains a list of every subject you study. It is a must to know about but were afraid to take. . . . The OBelisk II contains pictures of (almost) every chic or stud you always wanted to know (in the Biblical sense) but were afraid to.

- Schedule of Classes is finally accepted advertising thereby saving SIU $10,000. . . . the OBelisk II does not contain any advice: 'suing and is still only $8. (Why don't you buy one?)

- Administration of Justice entitled A.J3U Y"a (In the library)

- The OBelisk II discusses other related s. Lects. (We wouldn't touch that one with a ten-foot OBelisk.)

- The Schedule of Classes is a directory of courses to be offered for the 1978 Spring Semester at SIU. It also provides information relative to admission, advisement, registration and fees. . . . an OBelisk is a tall, 4-sided shaft of stone usually tapering to a pyramidal top . . . it also comes good yearbook.

Yes I would like to order an OBelisk II Yearbook for 1978.

Enclued in 49.90

Name
date

Home Address

State

City

Class (Circle One) Fr. So. Jr. Sr. Grad. Fac. Other

Address on left.

Form No. 4
Field hockey team to attempt repeat of state championship

By Steve Cuppes
Staff Writer

Most teams would be delighted to finish their seasons with a 1-3-3 record. That is unless you are the St. Louis University Field Hockey team. They finished the regular season the previous year with an 11-6-3 mark.

"It has been a successful season even though we lost a couple games and tied a few that we felt we should have won," said field hockey Coach June Siller. "We would have liked an undefeated season, but we had a few games in which we didn't play well.

The team hopes its season is far from over. This weekend the team host the state tournament and SIU has been seeded No. 1. Tournament games will begin at 9 a.m., on Friday and Saturday and they will be played on the men's practice football fields located south of the Arena. Admission is $3 for SIU students, $5 for non-SIU students and $8 for adults. SIU has seven freshmen and one sophomore who had not played before.

The championship game is scheduled for 3 p.m. Saturday.

The team got bad news before the season even started. During the summer, Patty Jacques and Ann Kring sustained bone injuries and were not able to play this season.

"I was pleased most by the younger and one-year players," Siller said. "She did such a good job in filling the gaps left by the varsity players," Siller said. "Different players played well throughout the season and the talent on the team was distributed among more players."

Only one of last year's starters will be back to help SIU gain its second state title in a row. Last year's tourney, SIU defeated Western Illinois, 7-4, in the championship game.

"The experience makes a big difference," Siller said. "They're getting more experience all the time. I have to see if they come through at the critical points."

Siller doesn't believe that the pressure of playing for the state championship will bother her younger players that much.

"We have had some tense moments during the season that had just as much pressure," she said. "The kids will be excited for awhile but once the first game starts they'll relax and not worry about how important it is."

Siller plans to stay with the same lineup she has used throughout the season.

"I'm not planning any changes. I think we will have to play well to win," she said. "If we play our best game we should win it."

If the tourney comes down to a battle of goal tenders, the Salukis have one of the best in Allison Cunningham.

"She has a long way and has learned a lot," Siller said. "She needs work to become instinctive but she has been a good goalie and the team has confidence in her.

KINGS TABLE

Homestyle cooking freshly prepared by Sharon Barlow.

Hot Buffet & "Largest Salad Bar in the Area."

Tues.—Thurs. dinners $2.95
Featuring roast beef, meat, loaf, prime rib, seafood, turkey, chicken, lots of vegetables, casseroles, etc.

All You Can Eat!
Beverage and dessert extra.

Friday evening featuring baked salmon, and varies seafood items plus—Prime rib for $4.50. Dessert included.

Dinners served 4:30 p.m.—8 p.m.

THE KINGS TABLE 22nd & Walnut
across from Green's KGA in Murphysboro

PREMIERE SHOWING
WHY SUCH FAILURES IN DRUG & CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS?
WHAT'S MISSING?

FEATURING:
CHARLES COLSON
Former Presidential Aide
and author of "Born Again"

THE JESUS FACTOR

With the best doctors, psychologists and analysts plus millions & millions of dollars, why only a 2-6% cure rate?
A Health Education & Welfare funded study gives the answer.
A FILM YOU MUST SEE!

Thursday, Nov. 3, 8p.m. FREE!!
MORRIS LIBRARY AUDITORIUM

Why the double reverse pleat on Resilio's Glen Classics?

The double pleat creates the truly traditional look. Also note the blue watch pocket. "D" ring side tabs, welted side seams, and extension waist-band. Quality features synonymous with Resilio.

Resilio
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CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS?

WHY SUCH FAILURES IN DRUG & CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS?

WHAT'S MISSING?

With the best doctors, psychologists and analysts plus millions & millions of dollars, why only a 2-6% cure rate?
A Health Education & Welfare funded study gives the answer.
A FILM YOU MUST SEE!

Thursday, Nov. 3, 8p.m. FREE!!
MORRIS LIBRARY AUDITORIUM

Why the double reverse pleat on Resilio's Glen Classics?

The double pleat creates the truly traditional look. Also note the blue watch pocket. "D" ring side tabs, welted side seams, and extension waist-band. Quality features synonymous with Resilio.
Harriers attempt to defend Valley title

By Steve Corrao
Staff Writer

The men's cross country team will try to retain its conference title Saturday when it travels to Canyon, Texas, to compete in the Missouri Valley Conference cross country championships.

In last year's conference meet, SIU upset favored Wichita State, 44-48. Drake took third with a team score of 60. But this year Saluki Coach Lew Hartog expects Drake and Averett State to give SIU the toughest battle for the conference title.

"With the addition of Mark Thomas by Drake, we have switched from the favorite to Averett State," Hartog said. "We've still have to worry about West Texas, but I think we have a chance this year.

In addition to Thomas, who has won several races in outdoor track, Drake also has Ron Nance, who has taken the individual championship in every race this season. Hartog has considered the favorite to win his third consecutive conference meet.

"Nance has been the top favorite," Hartog said. "Nance and I will meet conference record last year with his five-mile time of 24:18. Hartog doesn't expect the Salukis' top runner to finish fifth or better, to finish any better than third Saturday.

"I don't think anyone can run any better than third," Hartog said. "But we've got the chance this year to take the title.

The fat of the team could very well be in the hands, or feet, of the No. 3 runner, Mike Bisette. Bisette is going to run 30 seconds better than anyone else, Hartog said. "Mike has always come through for us when we needed him, no matter what the conference meet.

Tom Fitzpatrick has been improving throughout the season, as well as another good performance if SIU is to have a chance to win, according to Hartog. Hartog is hoping Fitzpatrick also contains a mixture of talent to make a contribution.

"It's difficult to keep him short," Hartog said. "He has been the Salukis' first runner all season, has a severe cold last weekend but will still compete. "How much it is going to affect him we will have to see," Hartog said.

Pompeo's other two runners, Scott McAllister and Tom Schartow, both have a better chance of finishing, according to Hartog. "McAllister still has a great deal of potential that he hasn't even come close to yet," Hartog said. "Schartow is still nursing a sore leg, however. That Schartow was running with McAllister at the Intercollegiates has to be encouraging.

"It will be a team effort," Hartog said. "I'm sure they will give every bit of their ability. "They have run some good races and some bad races. The kids are going to have to refocus to give us a chance that we are going to be okay.

Meade: gymnastics team to count on all-around men

By Steve Corrao
Staff Writer

The men's gymnastics team is scheduled to open its season Saturday when it competes in the Indianapolis Invitational.

There are a lot further along than we were at this time last season," Coach Kevin Meade said. "The routines they are doing now are tougher than the routines they were doing last season and in better form.

The key to the Saluki team this year should be the all-around position, according to Meade. Kevin Meuez, his younger brother Dan Meuez, Rick Adams and Scott Naffziger should make the all-around position.

"Tom is a very strong guy, looks like he can pop in there and do more than anyone expected would be fit," Hartog said. "I look for him to score about 53 early, and go from there.

Adams will perform on the pomme11 and still rings for sure, but is still trying to beat out Phil Savage for spots in the high bar and vaulting competition.

Ham, Meuez, still trying to recover from a knee injury which sidelined him for half of last season, will perform on the rings and in the parallel bar competition.

"We are still bringing Dan Meuez along slowly," Meade said. "When he is ready, we want him to do routines comparable with the rest of his exercise.

McAllister will be one of the two sprinters for SIU and Chuck Trettier will be Meade's other entry in the floor exercise event.

"Floor is our weakest event but it is improved over last year," Meade said. "Nobody has taken the hit in the teeth and said I'm going to work floor. One time a guy would look encouraging and the next time he would look flat.

Redbirds to go for grid grand slam against Salukis

By George Czola
Staff Writer

The Illinois State Redbirds will be going for the grand slam of Illinois college football this Saturday when they meet the Salukis at McAndrew Stadium.

The Redbirds will play Eastern Illinois, Northern, Eastern and Western Illinois.

These three are the only victories of the season for Illinois State. The team's record is 1-7.

But Redbird Head Coach Charlie Cowdry said his team would not come easy for his team.

"Southern Illinois has played a tremendous defensive team this season," Cowdry said of the 24-Salukis. "We are not in a little bit, though, so they've been able to rest and get some of their people headed up.

The Redbirds are coming off a 17-7 win over Western last weekend, but despite the victory, the team lost a pair of key players to injury.

Sophomore linebacker Pete Mroz suffered a knee injury and will be replaced by another senior, Ron Nafziger. Freshman slotback Eric Tappley, 15th's leading rusher against Eastern with 72 yards, also suffered a knee injury and may be sidelined.

Cowdry said in this year as coach at ISU, said his team is a good mixture of young players with experienced seniors. He has 15 seniors on the team.

Despite the good mixture of talent, Cowdry said his team has had trouble scoring.

I know that the Salukis have had their troubles putting points on the board, but we haven't had our problems, too," Cowdry said. "There have been times when we could have put a lot of points on the yard, but we haven't taken advantage of our opportunities.

Our defense is employing a "50" defense, which Cowdry says has had trouble scoring.

"Our defense has been playing relatively good football, but we need to break down occasionally," the former assistant to Missouri Coach Al Onorato said. "That Chicago boys where the defense gave up 31 points. Then we come back and are only seven to Western. We've got to be a little more consistent. But I'll say that we've improved a bit as a team since the season started.

The players to watch on defense for the Redbirds are linebacker Mark Wallner and safety Phil Meyer. Wallner has 190 tackles for ISU and Meyer has 118. Offensively, quarterback Butch Monaghan has completed 80 of 173 passes for 666 yards and nine touch- downs. His favorite target is Jeff Gowan, a senior from St. Louis, who has caught 22 passes for 263 yards and five touchdowns.

Despite the statistics, Cowdry said his team has had trouble winning. The Redbirds have lost to Kent State, Cen- ter Michigan, Ball State, Tennessee-Chattanooga and Indiana State. The tie came against Louisiana Tech.

Last year, the Redbirds were beaten by the Salukis, 17-3 at McAndrew Stadium as Andy Herrera rushed for 184 yards on 23 carries, and linebacker Dan Brown made two clutch intercep- tions. Cowdry doesn't see this year's game as revenge for the Redbirds.